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your a wizard harry. It's a great game. I'm a fan since 2010 or so. It was running smoothly then and it is the same now. Don't
listen to people complaining about the plot - it' seems a bit cheesy now, but as for 2010 it was great. I'm a big fan of the overall
looks of the game. The atmosphere in the first part of the game is unique and appealing. You're a young mage (not the most
diligent one) in the famous magic academy. An adventure lies ahead of you. There's autumn outside which adds a bit of
melancholy to the scene and the music there is comlimenting it beatufully. Everything is perfect. For the time being. And then
all the hell breaks loose. In some parts game's truly scary and unsettling, in some - beatiful and soothing. Gameplay is addictive
and even to the present day haven't lost its dinamic. Some spells are OP but that's even more fun. Definetely would
recommend.. After 10 years.It was nice to play again, a lot of fun and memories! :') 10/10. I like it. :) Awesome game design &
art.. This games sort of like Avencast but a little bit different.. The controls feel very clunky, Story is cliche and lame,
Purchased for $0.99, you get what you pay for. Certainly isn't worth $10.. I have played this game in 2010. It is the second game
I bought from steam and it costed 10Euros if I remember in 2010. I dont remember if it was on discount when I bought it.
Maybe 50%. I am not sure. It is a good game. I trully liked the story. Back in 2010 the game graphics where very good. I don't
remember bugs or crashes. In 2010 I played it on Windows XP. Also it is not very heavy for the PC. Someone mentioned
problem with saves. I don't remember something like that, but to be honest I always make backups of my saves from time to
time and that is what I propose everybody should do. Not only for the circumstances of a bug or a loss of the original saves but
also for remebering your adnventures. In the end keep some crucial save files only as memories in case you come back. The
battle mechanics are different than what you will find in other games. They are mostly based on combination of keyborad keys.
At first it is very weird to learn and remember the combination. Some spells have easy combinations. while other stronger spells
have more compicated. This is uniqe in this game. Unfortunately this might not appeal to everyone. If the price of the game is
very low (75% discount = 2,5 Euros) you can buy it without regretting if you dont like it. I don't belive the price for 10 Euros in
good for 2016 as the game is relatively old now. I always keep a place in my heart for Avencast. It is something unique in my
game collection.. Nice story if i could say it like that but is also rly cliche.Nice fighting mechanics but they could be
better.Some binds dont work.We should be able to upgrade spells.Needs update.Calling Gorlin is 2 expensive later in game :)
That is it from me. Not a bad game. Its a nice fun little magic based RPG. For a cheap price I would recommend picking it up.
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